
Kansas Rocks Recreation Park 
Rules and Regulations 

 
* Kansas Rocks Recreation Park (KRRP) is a fee-use recreation park open to the public.   
* KRRP is not responsible for any bodily injury, death and\or personal property damage incurred while on KRRP property. All visitors agree to 
indemnify and hold harmless KRRP and any affiliated board members for any and all acts within KRRP property.  
* Everyone rides at his or her own risk. 
* Failure to comply with the rules, regulations, and safe operating procedures can result in being immediately ejected from the KRRP property and 
may not regain future access to the park. 
* KRRP is not responsible for damage to or loss of personal property while on the KRRP property. 
* KRRP Park Staff is not responsible for the recovery or repair of any individual’s vehicles. All park visitors are solely responsible for the recovery 
and repair of their own vehicles, including removing it from the park during operating park hours and within a 10-day period. 
* KRRP reserves the right to refuse entry to the park to anyone for any reason, to include but not limited to weather, time, trail conditions, etc.  
 

1. KRRP is open to 4-wheel drive and SUV type vehicles, 
side by side UTV’s, and non-motorized bicycles and hikers. 
No all-terrain vehicles (ATV), motorcycles, or horse 
traffic permitted. 

2. All vehicles and bicycles within KRRP property shall be 
required to sign IN and OUT at office. Those with Annual 
Permits should display on the right side of the windshield 
and be visible from the front of the vehicle. One permit 
(daily or annual) applies to one vehicle, bicycle, or hiker. 

3. All persons entering the park, rather it be in a vehicle, on a 
bicycle or walking must sign the Release and Waiver of 
Liability form (visitors ages under 18 shall have Release 
and Waiver Liability form signed by parent or legal 
guardian). 

4. Visitors age 18 & under must be accompanied by a parent 
or legal guardian while on the park premises. 

5. No alcoholic beverages or mind-altering substances 
shall be allowed within the KRRP property. 

6. Maximum speed limit is 5 mph within KRRP property. 
7. No fireworks or explosives shall be allowed within KRRP 

property. 
8. All pets must be on a leash while on the park premises and 

are the owner’s sole responsibility for its actions in the 
park.  

9. No littering on KRRP property. This includes cigarette 
butts and tobacco products. Pack out what you pack in.  

10. Travel is limited to marked trails only. Do not venture 
off marked trails. Use proper TREAD LIGHTLY etiquette. 

11. No open fires. 
12. Do not remove, destroy or harm trees, shrubs, plants or 

wildlife.  
13. Do not tamper with the historical landmarks. 
14. No weapons or hunting shall be allowed within KRRP 

property. No conceal to carry. 

15. All motorized vehicles must have a properly functioning 
muffler. 

16. All motorized vehicle operators must have a valid driver’s 
license and be at least 16 years old. Any licensed driver 
under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or 
legal guardian. 

17. Operating vehicles within KRRP property shall have valid 
state registration, properly licensed, and have minimum 
state (vehicle registered state) requirement for coverage of 
insurance. If you have a purpose-built vehicle that has to be 
trailered in, it still must have proper insurance coverage and 
the driver will be personally liable.  

18. Seat belts, for all occupants, must be worn at all times in a 
moving vehicle. All children shall be properly fastened and 
secured using proper child restraints. 

19. Cross streams only at designated crossings. Stay out of 
standing water holes. 

20. No disorderly conduct allowed. 
21. All Bicycle riders must wear a helmet.  
22. Park operating hours are posted for Summer and Winter 

hours. No persons allowed in the Park after hours except on 
camping nights. No one allowed on the trails after hours 
except on designated night runs. Please see camping rules.  

23. Clean up and dispose of any leakage, spillage or breakage 
properly. 

24. All vehicles are required to have a functioning roll cage or 
intact factory hardtop. 

25. All vehicles are required to have secure tow points front 
and rear on their vehicle and a tow strap. Tree saver straps 
are required on all park trees. 

26. No rain checks or refunds due to weather or vehicle 
breakdown. 

27. Stay within the boundaries of the park. Do not enter any 
property not owned by the park or marked off. 

 
Required Items for Motorized Vehicles Recommended Items for Motorized Vehicles 

Seat Belts for all occupants First Aid Kit 
Vehicle(s) in safe operating condition Fire Extinguisher 

Tow Points front/rear Water 
Tow Strap and\or Tree Saver Strap Food/snacks 

Functioning Roll Cage or Intact Hard Top. CB radio/cell phone 
Functioning Muffler Winch 

4 Wheel Drive with Low range transfer case Spare tire/jack 
Registration and Insurance  

 
Trail Ratings. Green Circle—Easiest.  4x4 needed. Stock vehicle suitable. Blue Square—Intermediate. 4x4 required. Rear Locker recommended, 
32” + tires recommended. Winch recommended. Very challenging. Black Diamond—Hardest. 35” + tires needed. Lockers front and rear highly 
recommended. Winch and spare parts recommended. 

1. Be courteous to other drivers and park users. Respect the rights of others so they can enjoy the KRRP property as well.  
2. Do not park vehicles where they may block a trail. 
3. Know your limitations and those of your vehicle. Do not exceed those limitations. 
4. The terrain is constantly changing. Check each area, hill or obstacle before attempting. Ride all trails with caution.  


